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ABSTRACT: Comparison of protein aggregates/self-associated species between laboratories
and across disciplines is complicated by the imprecise language presently used to describe them.
In this commentary, we propose a standardized nomenclature and classification scheme that can
be applied to describe all protein aggregates. Five categories are described under which a given
aggregate may be independently classified: size, reversibility/dissociation, conformation, cova-
lent modification, and morphology. Possible subclassifications within each category, several ex-
amples of applications of the nomenclature, and difficulties in making appropriate assignments
will be discussed. © 2011 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. and the American Pharmacists Association
J Pharm Sci 101:493–498, 2012
Keywords: protein aggregation; particle size; stability; oligomers; amyloid; reversibility;
dissociation; protein structure; modification; morphology

INTRODUCTION

The study of protein aggregation is rapidly evolving
with much effort invested into the causes and path-
ways of aggregate formation. This work is revealing
a growing array of aggregate states; however, there
is much to be done for a coherent picture to arise.
There are several excellent reviews available, which
provide in-depth discussions of the mechanism of pro-
tein aggregation, techniques to analyze and charac-
terize aggregates, and the potential biological effects
of protein aggregates.1–5 Work in this field is com-
plicated by the imprecise terms used to describe the
aggregates; one group’s “subvisible particles” (SbVP)
may be another group’s “oligomer” and yet another
researcher’s “protofilament.” This sloppy nomencla-
ture presents an impediment to the comparison of
results across labs and organizations, which must

Abbreviations used: SbVP, subvisible particles; IUPAC, In-
ternational Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry; AAPS, Ameri-
can Association of Pharmaceutical Scientists; SEC, size-exclusion
chromatography.
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be overcome to achieve the interdisciplinary effort
that will be required to solve the aggregation prob-
lem. This has been the topic of discussion at several
recent meetings and in several professional organiza-
tions. At the Protein Aggregation and Immunogenic-
ity meeting in Breckinridge, Colorado in July 2010,
organized by the American Association of Pharma-
ceutical Scientists (AAPS) Focus Group “Protein Ag-
gregation and Biological Consequences” and cospon-
sored by AAPS and the US Food and Drug Admin-
istration, there was a breakout session focusing on
how to standardize the nomenclature used to describe
protein aggregates (and particles). In this commen-
tary (the result of that discussion), we attempt to re-
move this apparent language barrier by suggesting a
standardized terminology to classify aggregates. This
task is complicated by the fact that the aggregation
community presently studies both amyloid formation
and aggregates in pharmaceutical products, and it
is thus unavoidable that some of the definitions will
seem non-ideal to specialists in either of these areas.
However, it is our hope that this initial awkwardness
will be compensated for by the resulting clarity in
communication.

One of the confounding semantic issues in this field
is the use of the terms “aggregates” and “particles”
themselves to refer to different species depending on
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the area of research. In the purification and biochem-
istry fields, the term “aggregates” is often used when
referring to dimer, tetramers, and other species that
can be separated by size-exclusion chromatography
(SEC). The term “particles” is sometimes used to re-
fer to larger aggregates, often large enough to be de-
tected with the naked eye. Because protein aggrega-
tion describes any protein self-association reaction,
protein aggregates can range in size from nanometers
to hundreds of micrometers, from dimers to amyloid
and other complexes containing more than 1,000,000
subunits. In order to avoid the confusion inherent in
the use of the same terms to refer to different specific
species, a protein aggregate will be defined as any
self-associated species, with monomer defined as the
smallest naturally occurring and/or functional sub-
unit. For example, for immunoglobulin G (IgG), the
monomeric subunit would actually be the homodimer
of a heavy chain/light chain pair.

The key to this classification scheme is the iden-
tification of five categories under which a given ag-
gregate may be independently classified. These are
size, reversibility/dissociation, conformation, chemi-
cal modifications (both covalent cross-links and modi-
fications of individual amino acid residues), and mor-
phology (Table 1; morphology is defined as the form
and structure of an organism or its component parts.
For protein aggregates, aspects of morphology in-
clude appearance of the aggregate, optical properties
such as refractive index and transparency, any inter-
nal structure it may have, the number of monomeric
units involved, and any foreign material it contains).
All but the morphology category were also included
in the nomenclature scheme recently proposed by
Sharma and Kalonia.6 In addition to the inclusion
of morphology as a distinct descriptor of protein ag-
gregates (including number of subunits in the aggre-
gate when that information is available), the exact
definitions of other categories are also slightly dif-

Table 1. Proposed Classification of Protein Aggregates

Category Classification

Size <100 nm, 100–1000 nm (submicrometer),
1–100:m, >100:m

Reversibility Reversible, irreversible, dissociable,
dissociable under physiological
conditions, dissociable under defined
(list) conditions

Secondary/tertiary
structure

Native, partially unfolded, unfolded,
inherently disordered, Amyloid

Covalent
modification

Cross-linked, reducible cross-link,
nonreducible cross-link, intramolecular
modification, oxidation, deamidation,
no modification

Morphology Number of monomeric subunits, aspect
ratio, surface roughness, internal
morphology, optical properties,
translucent, heterogeneous

Table 2. Definition of Some Commonly Used Protein Aggregate
Descriptions and the Preferred Terminology Using this
Nomenclature

Commonly Used Terms Preferred Terminology

SEC high-molecular-weight
species

Submicron aggregates

Oligomers Nanometer (nm) aggregates
Subvisible particles Micron aggregates (:m)
Visible particles Aggregates greater than 100:m

ferent between the two systems. The categories, sub-
classification within each category, and potential pit-
falls in making assignments follow these guidelines
will be discussed below along with several examples
of the application of this nomenclature. Table 2 con-
tains several terms that are commonly used in some
fields and the corresponding term proposed using this
nomenclature.

SIZE

Size is perhaps the most common characteristic used
to classify aggregates; however, the use of subjective
terms such as visible/subvisible and soluble/insoluble
has hindered its usefulness. We suggest instead the
use of quantitative categories such as >100:m (previ-
ously visible particles), 1–100:m (previously SbVP),
100–1000 nm (submicrometer, including aggregates
that used to be defined as soluble), and nanometer
(<100 nm, previously described as oligomers or solu-
ble aggregates). An oligomer is defined as any aggre-
gate that contains a few monomeric units, as defined
by IUPAC; these would be generally submicron ag-
gregates, depending on the size of the monomer. The
actual size or ranges of sizes determined for the ag-
gregate being discussed would be an even more pre-
cise descriptor and should be used when possible. Size
must be accompanied with a description of the tech-
nique used to determine it, as this can have a strong
effect on the apparent size observed. An oligomer
would be defined as any aggregate that contains a
few monomeric units, in keeping with the Interna-
tional Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)
definition; these would be generally in the submicron
size range, depending on the size of the monomer.7

Distribution of size into the four categories used here
is somewhat arbitrary and is based on the ranges of
the different techniques available for the measure-
ments, as well as historical practice.

REVERSIBILITY/DISSOCIATION

A very important characteristic of protein aggregates
is how the proteins are self-associated within these
species. This can vary from association by a reversible
thermodynamic equilibrium (The term “reversible”
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is restricted to aggregates that exist in equilibrium
with the native monomeric subunit under specific
solution conditions, where the disassociation of pro-
tein aggregates may be observed on the experimental
timescale simply by returning to the original solution
condition. Reversible protein aggregation typically re-
sults from relatively weak noncovalent protein in-
teractions and can be described thermodynamically.),
which occurs between native molecules in solution, to
irreversible aggregation (Irreversible aggregates are
higher-molecular-weight species, which when formed
cannot be dissociated short of the addition of denat-
urants or reducing agents.) as a result of stresses to
which the solution has been exposed. The classifica-
tion system presented here should be used to help dif-
ferentiate between these different species. We suggest
that the term “reversible” be restricted to aggregates
that exist in equilibrium with the native monomeric
subunit. For these species, disassociation of the aggre-
gate may be achieved simply by diluting the solution.
Frequently aggregation is induced by a perturbation
in the solution conditions (pH, temperature, etc.) If
the resulting aggregates are reversible (i.e., in ther-
modynamic equilibrium with the monomer), it follows
that the aggregates may be disassociated by revert-
ing to the original solution conditions, provided that
the timescale of disassociation is not greater than the
experimental timescale. Therefore, descriptions of re-
versibility should be accompanied with the timescale
over which reversibility is observed (reversible on the
minute timescale). When the aggregates are not re-
versible, or the timescale for disassociation is pro-
hibitively long, it may still be possible to recover the
monomer species through application of heat, buffers,
or other conditions beyond a simple reversal of the
conditions that led to aggregation. Such aggregates
may be described as “dissociable”, with the conditions
under which dissociation occurs included in the de-
scription (e.g., thermally dissociable). A particularly
important subcategory comprises those aggregates
that dissociate when under physiological solution con-
ditions. In summary, reversible association like any
other reversible chemical reaction can be described
by sets of equilibrium constants between different
assembly states or aggregates present under those
specific conditions. Dissociable aggregates are those
which are not reversible, but where a monomeric so-
lution may still be recovered by manipulation of the
solution conditions (these aggregates require changes
in the solution conditions to initiate disassociation,
such as being placed into physiological conditions,
changing the temperature or pressure, and so on).
Note that the distinction between these categories de-
pends in part on the experimental timescale by which
reversibility is defined.

“Irreversible” aggregates are higher-molecular-
weight species, which when formed cannot be dissoci-

ated short of the addition of denaturants or reducing
agents. These species can often be chromatographi-
cally isolated and when reinjected into the column,
will elute in the same position. Because of this, they
can sometimes be purified and studied. Combinations
of reversible, dissociable, and irreversible species are
often present in aggregated protein samples.

CONFORMATION

The conformation of proteins in the aggregate can
have implications for the underlying mechanism of
formation, and also potential safety implications. The
conformation of the aggregated protein can range
from that of the original protein monomer, classified
as native, to unfolded, and anything in between. The
secondary and tertiary structure as well as the over-
all protein fold, stability, and surface hydrophobic-
ity, are potential descriptors of the conformation of
the aggregated protein. On the basis of these analy-
ses, the proteins in the aggregate can be classified as
“native,” “partially unfolded,” “misfolded,” “inher-
ently disordered,” “unfolded,” or “amyloid.” The de-
scriptor “native” refers to the conformation of nonag-
gregated, active protein, whether created through
protein engineering or isolated from the biological or-
ganism in which the protein originates. The terms
“partially unfolded,” “misfolded,” and “unfolded” must
be defined for the specific system being studied and
the analytical methods being used. “Partially un-
folded” should be used to describe the aggregate in
which changes in conformation can be detected be-
yond the variability of the method used, but which
also retain some of the native structure. “Misfolded”
should be used for proteins that have a fold different
than that found in the native protein (e.g., increased
beta sheet in a protein that is normally "-helical),
and “unfolded” describes proteins with structure that
is comparable, within the variability of the assay, to
a protein that has been unfolded with fully denatur-
ing conditions such as 6 M Guanidine hydrochloride.
“Inherently disordered” should continue to be used
to describe the conformation of synuclein, amyloid-$
(A$), and other disordered proteins within the aggre-
gates that do not show amyloid signature. “Amyloid”
is defined by the approximately 4.7 Å and 1 nm
signatures of cross-$ diffraction pattern.8

CHEMICAL MODIFICATION

The individual protein molecules in an aggregate can
be “chemically modified” either through cross-links
between amino acids or modification of individual
residues. Covalent cross-linking of the proteins can
be an important factor in the formation of irreversible
aggregates. This includes two types of disulfide
cross-linking, which are reducible: intermolecular
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cross-linking and intramolecular modification of the
individual proteins. Other covalent nonreducible
chemical cross-links such as thioether and dityrosine
covalent bonds are also found in protein aggregates.
Modification of individual amino acids such as oxida-
tion of methionine or cysteines, deamidation, and so
on are also found in a number of protein aggregates
and can play roles of varying importance in aggregate
formation. They also have the potential to provide
clues to the mechanism of formation of aggregates
found in protein therapeutics.

MORPHOLOGY

The morphology of the aggregate can provide impor-
tant information that helps differentiate between the
different types of protein aggregates, can provide in-
formation on the mechanism of protein aggregation,
and can also help differentiate between protein ag-
gregates and intrinsic and extrinsic foreign particles.
Extrinsic particles are unexpected foreign materials
that are introduced into the process due to insuffi-
cient cleaning of the production environment, prod-
uct assembly protocols, and so on (e.g., insect parts
or paint flakes). Intrinsic particles are those that can
be traced to the normal manufacturing process, in-
cluding delivery device (such as silicone oil), and can
also be part of the original product, which was not re-
moved by filtration prior to filling. Inherent particles
are aggregates from the protein or formulation com-
ponents, molecules that are a part of the particular
drug product.9

“Aspect ratio” and “surface roughness,” “how regu-
lar” or “amorphous” the structure appears, whether
it is a “fiber” or a “sphere,” and so on are all impor-
tant characteristics, which can be used to differenti-
ate between different protein aggregate species and
between protein aggregates and other types of parti-
cles. Other important aggregate attributes are their
“optical properties,” including refractive index and
transparency; these characteristics may affect detec-
tion by light-based methods while not having any im-
pact on methods based on conductivity or other detec-
tion systems. These properties can also potentially be
exploited to allow differentiation between protein ag-
gregates, silicone oil droplets, air bubbles, and other
nonproteinaceous particles.

“Aspect ratio” and “transparency” can be used to
help differentiate between silicon oil droplets and
protein particles. Many of the protein aggregates
have similar density and refractive index proper-
ties, and, therefore, these characteristics often pro-
vide little impactful information for differentiating
between types of protein aggregates. The density
and refractive index of protein aggregates are much
closer to the surrounding protein–buffer solution than
any standards now available–a general weakness in

obtaining appropriate controls for aggregate analy-
sis. The arrangement of proteins in the particle, if
known, should be included in the morphological cat-
egory if a “regular array” of molecules are presented
on the surface. The numbers of repetitive monomeric
protein units in the aggregate, when known, should
also be included as part of the description of the
morphology. This is especially important for aggre-
gates in the nanometer size range, as these are often
dimers, trimers, and other oligomers. The nature of
the multimer can often help determine control strate-
gies, mechanism of formation, and so on.

Although many aggregates contain only protein,
there are also aggregates that contain nonproteina-
ceous contaminants in addition to the therapeutic
protein. These aggregates can be classified as “het-
erogeneous aggregates” and further described by in-
cluding the identity of the other materials (glass par-
ticles, stainless steel particles, etc.). The morphol-
ogy category can also be expanded to include inter-
nal characteristics, as these become experimentally
accessible. These characteristics include the “solvent
content” and “fractal dimension” of the aggregate as
well as the “packing geometry” of proteins within the
aggregate.

SPECIFIC DEFINITIONS

Moving beyond these classifications, we would like to
discuss the definitions of some terms that are com-
monly used to describe aggregation, and terms whose
current use leads to considerable ambiguity. For ex-
ample, the term “oligomer,” frequently used by protein
biochemists, implies specific binding into a functional
complex, whereas in the amyloid field, it is commonly
applied to any nonfibrillar aggregate. The IUPAC de-
fines an oligomer as “a molecule of intermediate rel-
ative molecular mass, the structure of which essen-
tially comprises a small plurality of units derived,
actually or conceptually, from molecules of lower rel-
ative molecular mass.”7 In the context of protein ag-
gregation, this definition should be further refined
to exclude fibril-like aggregates,9 and restricted to
aggregates in the submicron size range.

The term “protofilament” is another source of am-
biguity. Following Bitan et al.,10 we suggest the
definition “elongated, fibril-like assemblies with
curvi-linear morphology, a diameter of ∼5 nm, and
length not exceeding 100–200 nm.”

APPLICATIONS/EXAMPLES

To help the reader understand how this nomenclature
will be used, beyond the information above, we have
provided a few examples.

Insulin is stable in both monomeric and hexam-
eric forms. The monomer is the smallest active unit
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and so, the hexamer would be defined as a reversible,
native, unmodified submicron aggregate of organized,
repeated units.

At high protein concentrations, it is very common
to have oligomers or high-molecular-weight species
formed, which are often identified as a prepeak, elut-
ing before the main peak during SEC analysis. As
reported by both Moore et al.11 and Kanai et al.12

for monoclonal antibodies, these species are usually
reversible nanometer or submicron aggregates, have
native conformation, and are not chemically modified.

Aggregates that have been traditionally designated
as SbVP are often a very heterogeneous population of
micron aggregates, with subpopulations of reversible,
native, unmodified aggregates and irreversible, un-
folded disulfide cross-linked aggregates, and every-
thing in between, usually appearing translucent with
irregular, amorphous structure.

The aggregates described by Mahler and
coworkers,13 which was formed following shaking
and stirring of an IgG solution, would be described as
a mixture of native and partially unfolded noncova-
lent aggregates ranging in size from submicrometer
to >100:m (determined by light obscuration).
Aggregates created by stirring using a different
process suggested by Joubert et al.14 and Luo et al.15

were consistent with this classification and further
indicated that the aggregates were amorphous,
translucent, contained oxidized methionines, and a
mix of dissociable and irreversible species.

Aggregates created by freeze–thawing of inter-
ferons followed by pressure treatment16 would be
classified as micron aggregates (1–10:m by Coulter
counter) of native conformation, which are partially
deamidated.

In contrast, aggregated species obtained by heating
IgG at or above the melting transition are >100:m
(by light obscuration and micro-flow imaging), irre-
versible, unfolded, deamidated aggregates, which ap-
pear very dense or dark when visualized by flow
imaging, many of which are filamentous.14

Protein aggregates intentionally formed by a pro-
cess involving precipitation by water-miscible or-
ganic solvents in the presence of water-soluble,
core-forming organic or inorganic excipients (protein-
coated microcrystals) can be described as heteroge-
neous, partially amorphous, 1–100:m (by HIAC),
dissociable native aggregates. In this case, the core
material is nonproteinaceous and the protein does
not show changes in the secondary structure when
investigated by solid-state circular dichroism, and
dissolves readily upon placement into physiological
buffers.17

There are several reports in the literature of for-
eign material such as glass and stainless steel acting
as sites for protein adsorption and/or as nucleation
sites for protein aggregation in the bulk. Tyagi et al.18

described the shedding of nanometer and submi-
crometer particles of stainless steel from mechani-
cal pumps, resulting in submicrometer to micrometer
(Coulter counter) heterogeneous aggregates contain-
ing protein and metal, where the protein has a par-
tially unfolded structure. Chi et al.19 reported simi-
lar findings using glass particles and human platelet-
activation factor acetylhydrolase. These aggregates
would be classified as micrometer heterogeneous ag-
gregates containing glass and protein with native or
partially unfolded conformation.

One of the requirements in producing biotherapeu-
tics is a solution that is practically free of particles;
this refers to particles that are identified by visual
inspection, including protein aggregates that are typ-
ically >100:m. Visible inspection is a probabilistic
assay. The definition of what constitutes a visible par-
ticle depends on the light conditions, length of inspec-
tion, and acuity of the inspector’s eyes, with a lower
limit that can range from >20 to >200:m. Often
these are foreign particles consisting of cellulose, hair,
rubber, or other particles from the manufacturing pro-
cess (extrinsic and intrinsic particles), but sometimes
these are protein aggregates or heterogeneous aggre-
gates, which contain protein. An example of these are
the tungsten-induced protein particles reported by
Liu et al.20 Using this proposed nomenclature, these
types of particles would be defined as dissociable, ir-
regularly shaped heterogeneous aggregates greater
than 100:m as measured by light obscuration and
visible inspection, which contain tungsten and pro-
tein with a native-like conformation.

Our classification scheme can also be used to de-
scribe amyloid aggregates. For example, consider the
following aggregate states of A$. The A$-derived dif-
fusible ligands of Lambert et al.21 would be classified
as 5 nm, reversible, intrinsically disordered, unmod-
ified spherical aggregates. The “globulomer” state of
Barghorn et al.22 would be a nanometer, reversible,
amyloid, unmodified, spherical aggregate. The $amy
ball aggregate of Westlind-Danielsson and Arnerup23

would be 20–200:m, reversible/dissociable (depend-
ing on timescale), amyloid, unmodified spherical ag-
gregates with gel-like internal morphology.

The above examples demonstrate how using this
nomenclature can help differentiate between aggre-
gates. This helps identify similarities and differences
in the species obtained and used for subsequent test-
ing, which in turn informs the interpretation and com-
parison of the results. Once a particular aggregate has
been classified using this nomenclature, a shortened
description such as “SbVP” can be used throughout
a manuscript or presentation, with the abbreviated
label understood to be as defined in that particular
case.

The five categories proposed here should be use-
ful in identifying key differences and similarities
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between aggregated protein species formed across
labs and proteins. As the tools to characterize pro-
tein aggregates evolve and more attributes are iden-
tified, the number of descriptors used can increase,
providing even more specific details.

CONCLUSIONS

Protein aggregation is a complicated phenomenon,
which is sensitive to solvent conditions, sample his-
tory, protein sequence, and so on. Our ability to un-
derstand aggregation will depend on the identifica-
tion of patterns within this vast parameter space. It
is our hope that these patterns will be more appar-
ent with a more precise naming scheme. We propose
using five categories: size, reversibility/dissociability,
conformation, chemical modification, and morphol-
ogy, to consistently describe protein aggregates. We
have attempted to craft a nomenclature with the re-
quired precision as well as the flexibility to grow with
a rapidly changing field.
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